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Introduction 

 

The workshops were arranged by Teignbridge District Council and their purpose was to critically 

examine the Concept Plans that have so far been included in the draft Local Plan for a number of 

potential new neighbourhoods on the western and southern peripheries of Newton Abbot.  It is still 

not certain whether any or all of these areas will be included in the final version of the Local Plan but 

should they come forward then the Concept Plans will form an important tool in securing good 

quality urban form for these neighbourhoods.   The Concept Plans would become adopted as policy 

by the Council at the same time as it confirms both the amounts of required development and the 

proposals for the allocation of sites to meet the needs of the next planning period.  Therefore it is 

important that these diagrams describe the basic structure of neighbourhoods that are likely to 

provide sustainable, well-designed and successful, healthy places – integrated successfully with their 

settings and capable of supporting strong communities.  The Concept Plans do not alone guarantee 

these outcomes but their positive influence over the form of any subsequent planning applications 

certainly improves prospects for achieving good quality development if these sites are allocated. 

 

Members of the local community, elected members, land-owners and other important stakeholders 

were invited to inform and take part in this process of re-shaping the spatial diagrams for the new 

neighbourhoods.  A list of attendees is provided as Appendix A.  The independent expertise of 

Design Action, a programme of direct support provided by the Architecture Centre, Devon and 

Cornwall, was recruited to facilitate the public workshops and provide additional skills and 

knowledge that might help the stakeholders undertake the refinement of the Concept Plans.  A 

multi-disciplinary team was provided that embraced urban design, architecture, landscape, 

sustainability and planning. 
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The Workshop Process 

 

Detail of how the event was run is provided by the Workshop Plan as Appendix B.  Each of the six 

tables and their facilitators were given a degree of flexibility to vary this depending upon the 

interests of the participants and the priorities that they established and evolved through discussion.  

The particular dynamics created by those attending on each day meant that the first workshop 

proceeded relatively slowly and unfortunately the final session which might have refined the 

emerging ideas had to be omitted, whilst on the second day the event ran more or less as originally 

conceived.  The essential ambition was to encourage and allow each table to generate distinct 

alternative approaches in order that optional ideas could be compared and contrasted at the end of 

each day. 

 

The morning sessions explored the logical frameworks within which development might occur, 

whilst the afternoon work tested the capacity and form of the neighbourhoods that might then arise 

from these structuring ideas.  ‘Access and Movement’ was considered as a generative framework 

and this combined with ‘Landscape and Open Space’ as a constraining framework.  These were 

developed from, and constructed as ‘critiques’ of, the existing Concept Plans.  Various studies and 

drawn analyses of the context were available to inform the thinking, ranging from areas of flood risk 

to slope analysis and historical mapping.  In addition to officers from Teignbridge, representatives of 

external agencies, such as Devon County Council and the Environment Agency, attended and 

provided helpful advice on specific queries and issues.  Once that some ideas had emerged for likely 

Areas of Built Development the capacity of these was fairly crudely tested using simple rectangles 

representing 50 dwellings at a range of net densities.  On Day Two one table used sample ‘tissue 

studies’ from existing neighbourhoods in Newton Abbot as a useful variant to investigate this.  A 

final session of design development that was able to be included in the second workshop allowed 

the basic results of the capacity test to be finessed into a more ‘legible’ urban form for the new 

neighbourhood.  This gave the opportunity to consider important ‘nodes’, ‘landmarks’, ‘edges’ and 

‘pathways’ that might usefully articulate the form of the neighbourhoods and provide the new 

places with a recognisable and useful anatomy. 

 

Short informative powerpoint presentations were used to introduce each part of the workshop. 

Within these, relevant local precedents of similar developments such as Cranbrook in East Devon 

and Sherford in South Hams were shown to illustrate some fundamental neighbourhood design 

principles.  These were set alongside nationally-recognised new developments at New Hall in Harlow 

and Poundbury in Dorset.  Comparisons with existing streets in Newton Abbot were also drawn.  

Design Action provided an independent facilitator for each table and these experienced practitioners 

were drawn from a variety of disciplines such as urban design, landscape, architecture, planning and 

sustainability.  Officers from Teignbridge further extended the skill and knowledge base available to 

the workshop.  Participants were encouraged to note any concerns that did not necessarily fit into 

the workshop agenda and place these on a ‘Worry Wall’ – these are now recorded here as Appendix 

C. 

 

The concluding plenary sessions were stimulated by a presentation from each table and a more 

general discussion extended from these to explore points arising.  The salient features of each 

alternative approach have been captured in the text boxes included alongside drawings in the 
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sections below, followed by some broad conclusions relating the work of all groups on each day.  

These may now provide a useful basis for developing new or improved versions of the Concept 

Plans. 
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Day One: Houghton Barton, Bradley Barton and Whitehill 

Outcomes from the work of each Table: 

 

Table 1 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

  

SWOT Analysis 
Key strong features of site are its availability as a large adjunct area to Newton Abbot 

so a certain degree of self-containment would be possible with a new community 

having its own local facilities.  The opportunity to create and maintain a rural market 

town feel to the community was felt to be achievable.  The opportunity to hang 

development clusters on Seale Hayne as an employment, social, arts and community 

campus and Town Farm, an organic produce farm with training centre potential, was 

seen as an opportunity to create a model community hub.  The rolling landform was 

seen as a place that would provide good views and higher ground, the opportunity to 

build above flood areas. 

The main weaknesses are the lack of clarity as to where residents will have 

employment.  There was also concern over the lack of evidence provided of local need 

for the housing numbers being suggested, or whether the driver was simply to provide 

high numbers to help pay for a bypassing link road.  The main threat perceived was 

that the suggested link road would generate sprawl similar to the ribbon of identikit cul 

de sac developments still occurring along the A383 corridor and that Newton Abbot 

would continue to lose its rural market town identity. 

 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT There was strong agreement that the new A382-3 road should 

have a market town street form where it passes through the proposed development 

area.  The group wanted the street to curve close up the entrance of Seale Hayne 

campus closely following the route of Howton Lane (rather than creating a new route) 

before following Perry Lane through to the A382.  A second primary route should T off 

this in front of Seale Hayne and head SE across to Hele Park before joining to the A383 

through that development site.  The junction should form a place that anchors the local 

centre and community facilities can be arranged to compliment and link to those on 

the SH campus. 

LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  The landscape and green space network was planned 

firstly to follow the constraints of flood risk and overhead pylon corridors that broadly 

form a SW-NE line which when linked to the hills behind SH campus along to the 

strategic ridge of Howton Lane form a rough cruciform network.  The north and west 

green spaces of Town Farm and high land behind SH could form a country park and link 

to playing fields provided on the flatter land adjacent to the A383.  A green route (quiet 

lane/cycle link) could follow Howton Lane to High Week. 

 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE & SPACES  The main centre with some 

limited higher density where the new link street would open out onto a main square 

would be located in front of SH campus.  The campus could accommodate some 

housing between the square and original main building.  To the SE it would lower in 

density to the pylon green space.  This neighbourhood would link along another main 

street to Hele Park bridging the A383 which would need to be adapted in width and 

style (parallel service roads?) to allow frontage development.  At Forches Cross the site 

was seen as potential for employment combined with Park and Ride on the same site 

and using the same car parking hidden behind perimeter was set our rural farm-

shed/barn-style development to avoid scarring the landscape on the development 

edge.  At Perry Cross a further community would straddle the new link road, maybe 

with a wide green forming the street profile to create its own identity here.  The 

houses here would actually cover the knoll of high ground at Perry Farm and have 

views across the valley to the south.  Clumps of trees should punctuate the hilltop.  A 

Leisure Centre situated to the SW next to proposed playing fields.  Its parking provision 

could also act as a Park and Ride site.  Yield approx 2200 homes plus 650 at Whitehill. 
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Table 2 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

SWOT Analysis 
Main concerns included the loss of the (organic) farmland on the western end of the 

site - if retained, this could be a distinctive and useful part of the new neighbourhood.  

It was felt that the linking street running across the sites might become too busy unless 

improvements were made to the A38 / A383 junction to allow vehicles leaving Newton 

Abbot to turn right towards Exeter and vice versa.  The idea of linking the A383 with 

the A382 was otherwise seen as positive but the exact alignment of the street would 

need careful consideration.  The current golf course at Hele Park was recommended to 

be retained as a new country park which might relate to the new leisure facilities.  

Seale Hayne was seen as a positive opportunity and a new focus for the new 

community might be located to the south east linking to it.  The potential of 

employment uses being located at Forches Cross to the North East was welcomed. 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT The link street was confirmed as having an in-town quality to 

naturally calm traffic speeds.  The existing junction and a new one further east were 

both considered as possibilities.  An important link from this main street to a point 

almost due south on the A383 helping to integrate the new local centre back in the 

direction of Newton Abbot.  This route could directly cross the link street and proceed 

to Seale Hayne.  Might help to reduce traffic along the existing lane to High Week – 

which might be downgraded for part of its length to allow walkers, cyclists and horse-

riders greater priority.  LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  The corridor of the powerlines 

was discovered  to be a major constraint – perhaps some small scale employment uses 

in the vicinity of the local centre could relate to it?  Otherwise the main Green 

Infrastructure network runs WNW to ESE terminating in the hill-top church.  Idea of 

Hele Park as a country park persisted although not strongly related to a wider network 

of open space. 

 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE & SPACES   Despite earlier reservations the 

area of the organic farm was initially included and then again later rejected leaving the 

dwelling numbers below the target.  The leisure uses also changed locations and finally 

were placed adjacent to the A382 in proximity to playing fields there.  The omission of 

Hele Park placed a good deal of pressure on the centre of the site to accommodate the 

bulk of the housing where it might have quite a strong visual impact.  The A383 was 

lined with development to either side.  The potential of the retained organic farm to be 

a hub for other types of agri-business was discussed and thought to have some 

potential.  A smaller scale housing site to the north of the existing lane to High Week 

was included.  Yield approx 1900 homes plus 500 at Whitehill. 
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Table 3 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE AND OPEN SPACE The community ‘Hub’ 

was envisaged in the usual location but this will include all requirements for leisure, 

education and retail in one place.  It is clear that the elements of the development to 

the east of the site will not really relate to the remainder, being closer to existing 

houses it may be that this needs to be recognised overtly and provide some additional 

infrastructure off site to serve the needs of this element of the development.  Land to 

the south west of Seale Hayne was fully utilised by this group. 

Yield approx.3500 homes with 800 at Whitehill 

SWOT Analysis 
Constraints on the site include the clay pit / quarry, the electricity line and a major gas 

pipe.  The temptation is to allow the development of the site, particularly the layout of 

open space, to be determined by these constraints.  A longer term view is needed of 

how the quarry (Ringslade Pit) might be developed in line with the immediate 

proposals for the site, rather than being “red lined” for consideration at some point in 

the future. 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT The issue of movement within the site and to and from the site 

was considered first.  There are clearly infrastructure issues here, with the surrounding 

roads at capacity and the main anticipated routes, both into Newton Abbot and for 

those who will travel further afield, relying on the same initial routes. Within the site it 

was felt important to have a cycle “spine” that would be safe and separated from 

traffic, leading into Newton Abbot and to local schools.  

LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  The Green Infrastructure was designed to provide 

substantial areas of open space, connected by green wedges that doubled up as safe 

routes through the site.  The main green route to be created is the South West to North 

East central wedge. There was discussion about how the development would merge 

into surrounding countryside and the need to create “soft” edges, something that has 

not really been successfully achieved in this area in past developments. 
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Table 4 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE AND OPEN SPACE  There was a general 

reluctance on the table to consider the full 3,000 units. While development was 

accepted at Whitehill, south of the A383 and some infill at Howton, they objected to 

any development north of the A383. As a result, and despite much cajoling on my part, 

we weren’t able to get up to full quota.  

The flooding from the streams north of the A383 and east of Howton Lane supported 

the retention of the organic farmland in that area. 

Beyond that, it was simply a question of placing the 25 and 40dph blocks within the 

areas we had available, with the 40dph next to transport corridors and below ridgelines 

the 25dph further out and, if necessary, on ridgelines, but with trees/soft landscaping 

to obscure them. This exercise was seen by some, the landowner in particular, as too 

simplistic, though he didn’t volunteer an alternative approach.   

Yield approx. 1400 homes with 700 at Whitehill 

  

Framework Plan 
 LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  Stakeholders saw the views out of N.A. to be just as 

important, if not more important, than views in, particularly along the Western exit of 

the A383 over to Howton.  The proposal of a ‘gateway’ into the town did not appeal as 

the main sense of that place was as an entrance into countryside. That area of the site 

was valued so much that it was decided to propose a new extension land to the south 

of the A383 instead. 

Despite the evident issues around topography, hedges and trees in the Whitehill Area, 

there was general support for development here. There was a representative from the 

Church and they accepted development in the area, but not in the north-facing field 

adjacent to the church. This is reflected in the existing concept plans. 

Onestakeholder was particularly keen on ensuring that any development was 

contained within or hidden by trees: with housing of no more than 2 (or at most 3) 

stories and that density should not exceed 25dph, though eventually through 

discussion there was general agreement that up to 40dph would be OK in some areas. 

 

SWOT Analysis 
Transport dominated this table’s discussion, led by a concern that the road connecting 

the A382 to A383 was pivotal yet no one could give firm assurances as to whether that 

was going ahead. Clear planning policy ought to safeguard this… 

The nature of the facilities was also a main topic. It was felt that development of this 

size would provide for one or two small local supermarkets (or shops of similar size), 

which might cater for most day-to-day essentials, but would not stop people from 

having to drive for their daily/weekly shopping and leisure. There was a suggestion 

from a planning consultant on the table of a joint venture between the community and 

the developer in terms of community facilities provision to augment what the market 

might otherwise provide. There was also mention of the organic farm and a possible 

organic farm shop. 

There was concern too that the proposal for a school had dropped out of the existing 

planning application, particularly given that the other schools in town were too far, 

and the routes unappealing and dangerous (no pavements on sections) to walk or 

cycle (speed of traffic). 

 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT The impetus for a circular bus service (going through the 

proposed sites and the centre of the town) was to reduce the impact of car traffic. 

However, the general view was that the efficiency/attractiveness of the bus would be 

undermined by the fact that it would have to share the existing road network, which 

residents suggest is heavily trafficked, thereby compromising the viability of the 

service. 

The Park & Ride was supported but some scepticism around convenience and take up: 

success depending on traffic flows and car parking charges in the town centre. 

Congestion was a particular issue going in to Newton Abbot from the West and down 

the small lanes around the northern periphery nearest the new development. 

Though there was some scope for improvement to the cycle network, particularly 

through the new-build development. However, as a result of congestion, topography, 

distance to major destinations, road width, and speed of traffic, it was difficult for 

stakeholders to see a cycle network attractive enough to entice car users out of their 

cars. 
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Table 5 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

SWOT Analysis 
Concerns that parcels of land are coming forward in a piecemeal way and opportunities 

to embed local distinctiveness being missed. 

Design team should be required to understand the existing character of Seale Hayne 

and Highweek and make a skilled response to these existing places in proposals. 

Ensure development onto main route into Newton Abbot is designed as a street and 

not presented with the ‘back’ of suburban development. 

 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT Wider cycle links to High Week – look at wider cycle links to 

National Cycle route on the eastside and to Bickington and Ashburton to the west. 

LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  As it can take 10 years to bring a strategic plan to 

fruition and 5 years to build out, the quarry (Ringslade Pit) might be included in a 

phased approach to development.  

 

 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE AND OPEN SPACE Ideal ‘Fantasy Plan’ – 

envisages full use of quarry. Bringing the quarry into the scheme of things produces a 

more convincing long-term plan as clearer spatial links between neighbourhoods (new 

and old) can be made. It also makes sense in the long term to direct development 

towards ‘brownfield’ rather than ‘greenfield’ land.  

Leisure at Eastern end – there was some debate about this but it was located here 

where it would be accessible by car/bus to the whole town.  Higher density urban 

village nearer to existing centre at High Week and from Seale Hayne to the southeast. 

Lower density too far west (impact of development also reduced here and shifted to 

quarry). 

Low density below Seale Hayne - Make use of Seale Hayne and adjacent Town Farm to 

define ‘place’. Existing buildings and landscape highly valued and identified as culturally 

significant – consider integrating productive landscape in or alongside development 

and/or include contemporary sites for local food production or community agriculture. 

Character areas might be: Approach to Newton Abbot, Seale Hayne Town Garden, 

Highweek Urban Village and Old Quarry Park.  

 Yield approx. 2700 homes with 600 at Whitehill. 
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Table 6 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

  

SWOT Analysis 
Strengths – Opportunity for comprehensive masterplan 

Weaknesses – loss of habitat/bio-diversity; linear/fragmented; edge treatments; 

piecemeal development; definition of boundaries 

Opportunities – potential for sustainable exemplar; character to inform development; 

comprehensive approach 

Threats – Loss of agricultural land and buildings; Road; Loss of habitat; Views 

Other – Explanation / Meaning; Need / Demand; Constraints; Road Capacity; 

Population profile; Detail of Guidance 

Framework Plan 
Cycle / Green roads from existing lanes 

Significant constraints (e.g. overhead power line) need to be acknowledged but 

potential for food growing underneath. 

 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE AND OPEN SPACE  

Green Corridor for pedestrians/cyclists through centre of site (linking Seale-Hayne with 

Newton Abbot) 

Single ‘Hub’ in location common to other tables 

Food-growing – retain existing organic farm?? 

Retain existing lanes for cycle/pedestrians and provide new (vehicle) road to access site 

New road access points located to dissuade use as Newton Abbot ‘bypass’ 

Long-term use of clay quarry (Ringslade Pit) for leisure/country park (Cotswold 

Waterpark type development?). 

 

Yield: approx. 2000 homes with 400 at Whitehill 
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General Principles arising from the final Reviews and closing Discussion  

(Day 1 – Houghton Barton; Bradley Barton and Whitehill): 

 

Most groups favoured a layout that included the linking street between the A382 with the A383 but 

there were some minor differences in the alignment and route depending on layouts. 

 

Most groups proposed a single local centre being created as a ‘hub’ for local facilities to the south 

east but well-related to Seale Hayne in a location where it might benefit from passing trade along 

the linking street. 

 

A strong role was advocated for Seale Hayne by most groups in helping to provide a locally distinct 

identity for the main neighbourhood. 

 

Most groups favoured no, or limited development, in the location of the present organic farm.  The 

farm itself was seen as an asset by many but, more importantly, the topography of its setting 

marked a logical boundary to development within the landscape. 

 

Longer term thinking about the future role and potential of Ringslade Pit ought to be considered in 

developing short and medium term proposals. 

 

Green Infrastructure (including land beneath the power transmission lines) will have a major role in 

shaping the form of the development – local greenspace (providing allotments, playspace, etc.) and 

strategic greenspace (preserving views, bio-diverse corridors, etc.) are both significant and their 

management and maintenance are also important factors. 

 

Whitehill was given less attention by most groups but those that explored it recognised the ‘finer 

grain’ opportunities presented here, the importance of topography to the layout and the need to 

establish a careful balance in creating a good relationship to High Week. 
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Day Two: Wolborough 

Outcomes from the work of each Table: 

 

Table 1 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

SWOT Analysis 
The potential to link a street across the site was viewed to be both an opportunity and 

a threat – potentially alleviating rat-running down narrow lanes and improving the 

wider movement network, whilst the possible impact of such a thoroughfare upon the 

landscape was a concern.  More sympathetic alignments of the street were thought to 

be worth exploring.  The capacity of the Totnes Road to accept further traffic travelling 

northwards was raised.  Another major topic discussed was the visual impact of 

development when seen from existing neighbourhoods that overlook the sites.  Flood-

risks were a further concern for some parts of the site and also within the main river 

valley. 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS AND MOVEMENT  The group favoured routing the main link street to the south 

of the existing plantation that extends southwards from Decoy Park.  Neighbourhoods 

would be created to either side and a cycle/pedestrian path would form a direct route 

through the trees connecting them.  Other ‘green’ routes were noted that might be 

improved existing footpaths or tracks and could link new neighbourhoods back to the 

town centre and out to the wider landscape.  In terms of the wider movement network 

a useful crossing of the railway to the east was proposed and potential sites for park 

and ride facilities were identified. 

LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE  The setting of the church was respected and the ridges 

of high ground was another important determinant of the pattern of Green 

Infrastructure.  Employment uses proposed for the low hill in the valley bottom was 

transposed for allotments which it was thought would provide a more satisfactory 

visual impact.  Sustainable Urban Drainage measures were anticipated and included to 

provide open space within the hearts of neighbourhoods. 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT AND LAND USE  Development followed the movement 

spine created by the link street, and gathered around the two neighbourhood ‘hubs’, 

creating viable catchments for retail, community and other facilities.  The ‘hub’ to the 

west also provided access to a new primary school.  The suggested secondary school 

was proposed to be built on the site of the existing Decoy primary forming a new 

integrated through-school.  Community facilities and educational facilities were 

proposed as shared assets. Employment sites were located to extend the existing 

Decoy Industrial Estate and in Conitor Quarry – sharing the latter with a Park and Ride 

facility.  

Yield: approx.. 1500 homes 

Layout Refinement 
URBAN FORM  Greater clarity and prominence give to the two main nodes with 

important built form articulated as landmark structures.  Important edges to open 

spaces identified.  Enclosing green infrastructure confirmed.  Relationship to 

Abbotskerswell was thought to be the most contentious aspect of the final layout and if 

this could be eased then this would be desirable. 
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Table 2 

 

 
 

 
 

  

SWOT Analysis 
The approach taken by this design team was underpinned by the following aims: 

- To use the shape and contours of the land to ensure that the areas chosen for growth 

have the least impact on the landscape, existing settlements and views to and from 

sensitive locations, such as St Mary’s Church; 

- To extend the significant habitats and green infrastructure across the site, along both 

west to east and north to south axes; 

- To protecting the SSSIs, wildlife areas and productive farmland, and also increasing 

the number of allotments available to new and existing residents;  

- To make best use of the few points of access across the railway line and A380 to 

ensure connection with NA town centre and surrounding villages via the A381; 

- To ensure that the new main street takes a route that is more direct in terms of 

connection between the only ‘strategic’ routes adjacent to the land ie. A380 and A381, 

and lower on the slope than that currently shown to minimise visual impact. 

Framework Plan 
Design rationale: 

- Maintain land to south of St Mary’s Church as open farmland and meadows. This 

allows the large and significant area of woods and copses to the north and west to 

extend southwards and eastwards towards NA, and connect with Decoy Park, SSSI and 

wildlife areas. It also protects the setting of St Mary’s Church, and views to and from 

the Church.  

- Concentrate growth in two areas: The major area is at the south-eastern corner, 

south of the plantation. This area has the least impact on existing villages because of 

the ridge running between this part of the land and Abbotskerswell and has the best 

access to the A380 and NA. The second area is focussed to the west and east of Ogwell 

Cross, to include the existing site earmarked for development at Conitor Copse.  

- Local ‘tissues’ were selected from the range provided, according to both place quality 

and density. The denser tissues are concentrated at the eastern end of the site, and 

reduce westwards. This allowed us to be more realistic about land take, relate new 

development to existing areas with positive residential qualities, select tissues 

according to landscape character and quality, and count numbers reasonably 

accurately. We have achieved about 1660 new homes, a primary and secondary school 

with co-located community facilities, plus the required area of employment land. 

- The new main street runs from the A380 in the east directly across the lowest part of 

the site and across the southern ‘arm’ of the plantation, climbing gradually to connect 

with Ogwell Cross and the A381 in the west. The street is a tree-lined avenue with a 

series of nodes along its length, creating ‘segments’ of different characters.  

- The node at the point where the route crosses the plantation will become the main 

community ‘hub’ with schools and other community facilities concentrated at this 

point. A green finger runs from the plantation and wildlife areas southwards and marks 

the threshold to the community ‘hub’ when moving from the eastern access to the new 

neighbourhood. 

- Employment and commercial uses are focussed at the junction with Kingkerswell 

Road and next to the existing B8 (?) uses. This location provides the most convenient 

access to and from strategic routes. Offices line the frontage with the new main street, 

with sheds in less visible locations behind this frontage. 

- New allotments are provided to the west of the schools and community ‘hub’ as well 

as to the asset of Kingkerswell Road adjacent to Decoy Park. 

- A new bridge is provided across the rail lines to connect the new neighbourhood with 

NA town centre. This north- eastern stretch would be for pedestrian and cyclists only, 

but to the south-west for all modes as it connects into the new housing and main 

street. 

Yield: approx. 1660 homes 
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Table 3 

 

 
 

 
 

  

SWOT Analysis 
The group addressed the layout of the site and the provision of Green infrastructure 

before addressing the transport requirements.  From this it became clear that, by 

developing the site on the two edges, and leaving the centre of the site clear of 

development, there was a question over the need for a new link road. 

Framework Plan 
Because of the visual and biodiversity of the centre of the site, and the general local 

sensitivity, we looked at the possibility of achieving the brief through keeping all 

development on the edges. 

This would mean using a wide range of densities, and allowing development closer to 

the Church than other proposals.  However, if the immediate setting of Church was 

protected, and houses of a suitable type were used, this could work. 

Other issues considered were the expansion of Decoy Country Park into the existing 

allotment site with re-location of allotments on smaller sites closer to people’s homes.   

The visual protection of ridge skyline was thought to be important as was maximising 

on opportunities created by construction of Kingkerswell by pass, particularly for 

employment development. 

It was felt that two separate developments on either edge of the site might integrate 

better into the existing communities, rather than creating a new and separate housing 

estate. 

 

Yield: approx. 1300homes 
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Table 4 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

SWOT Analysis 
Key points were the strengths of the landscape setting provided by the strong 

ridgelines that contain the valley and Decoy Park.  Other key strength is the heritage 

setting of Wolborough church.  Opportunities included the allotments at Kingkerswell 

Road.  Main threat was to the landscape integrity and to coalescence over the ridgeline 

to more rural Abbotskerswell. 

Framework Plan 
ACCESS & MOVEMENT 

Totnes Road connection uses a crescent to deal with the steep slopes here and provide 

a mnor employment/ commercial corner with housing behind/ above.  Main street 

follows lower contours as proceeds down valley to east and passes through the 

woodland of Decoy Brake along an existing track.   Crosses the valley floodplain to the 

Kingkerswell bypass on a new viaduct, avoding listed bridge. Upgraded existing 2 public 

footpaths to green lanes to create grid and link to Abbotkerswell for pedestrians and 

cyclists. 

 

Coach Road down-graded to a local access lane with buses only allowed into the 

development site off it. 

 

Framework Plan 
LANDSCAPE AND OPEN SPACE NETWORK 

Link Decoy towards Abbotskerswell North-South with crescent of country park linking 

Wolborough Hill with Langford Bridge West-East.  This forms a linear farm from equine 

to the west to cattle to the south and east, centred on a new farm campus which would 

create a hub to link to Decoy Park also.  This means there is a definitive management 

structure for the Green Infrastructure beyond the existing country park.  Allotments 

might line Coach Road next to Wolborough Farm. 

Capacity Testing 
AREAS OF BUILT DEVELOPMENT / LAND USE & SPACES 

Two main centres, the west one at the cross roads formed in the bowl of the upper 

valley.  The secondary school would sit close to the junction which might form a small 

urban square with local shops, bus stop, community facilities and cluster of higher 

density housing.  A green street links to the Wolborough Church whose setting would 

be conserved with this and a new community orchard.   

 

To the east a smaller local centre, maybe around an organic restaurant/ farm shop or 

pub with food from the farm on a small green.  An employment quarter anchors the 

bend in the street edging the flood plain.  A garden village style lower density housing 

sits south of the street and on the knoll of high ground to the north the street would be 

larger gardened houses with dense tree cover. 

 

Yield: approx. 1350 homes 
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Table 5 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

SWOT Analysis 
Form of development needs careful consideration as thought to perhaps appear as too 

urban – also form needs careful consideration in relation to topography. 

Framework Plan 
Significant Green link – the existing park (around lake and SSI) may be vulnerable to 

overuse also as an important habitat it should not be well linked to the countryside to 

sustain its biodiversity. Hence the proposal to maintain a wider green link and not 

completely enclose the Decoy site with new development. 

 

Also more modest green links and existing footpath links woven through new 

development areas  

 

Downgrade Coach Road. 

 

 

Capacity Testing 
Extend Ogwell + New Neighbourhood – Development to the west conceived of as 

adding to Ogwell and bringing new shared amenity to that established area. Generally 

propose allotments and other public amenities in between new and existing 

settlements, benefits of development shared. 

Interest in new secondary school as accessible to whole town situated to east near 

road connections and existing football ground. 

 

 

Layout Refinement 
Yield: approx.. 1300 homes – no. of dwellings reduced as much unease about scale of 

development adjacent to Grade 1 listed church and crown of hill to the south of the 

church. 
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Table 6 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

  

SWOT Analysis 
Boundaries are flexible (e.g. utilise land by river as open space to serve area) 

 

Road Alignment – current alignment is challenging and potentially creates one-sided 

road due to topography 

 

 

 

Framework Plan 
Move Forestry – southern part of wood is ‘modern’ plantation and of lower ecological 

value (outside SSSI) so need to challenge assumptions about retention.  Issue about 

response – fell and re-provide elsewhere or road through woods/very low density 

development 

 

Combined School – single/split and as part of ‘central’ hub/located to serve wider area 

debate unresolved as potentially significant land-take.  Does the area need/can it 

sustain its own centre? 

 

Employment – single/split tending towards single location serving wider area 

 

 

Capacity Testing 
Yield: potentially close to 1,800 homes but implies areas of higher density given 

amount of green infrastructure 
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General Principles arising from the final Reviews and closing Discussion  

(Day 2 - Wolborough): 

 

All groups recognised the importance of protecting the setting of Wolborough Church. 

 

Most groups confirmed that a primary new neighbourhood acting as the focus for local facilities 

should be located in the south-eastern part of the site where there was potential for a slightly larger 

‘critical mass’ of development.  A secondary focus might be generated towards the west but this 

would have a different character - potentially anchored by a new school. 

 

Most of the groups confirmed that the very centre of the site would need to fulfil an important role 

in terms of completing a strategic Green Infrastructure network although, within this, the existing 

plantation was seen as an element that could certainly be adapted. 

 

Most groups decided that the linking street should be aligned lower down the slopes adopting a 

more sympathetic and easily graded route in relation to the topography. 

 

Most groups favoured a connection between this linking street and the Totnes Road at a point to the 

south of the existing cemetery. 

 

Most groups recognised the improved accessibility that would be achieved in the south east of the 

site once the Kingskerswell by-pass had been completed. 

 

Most groups found that land at Conitor Quarry was worth considering further and might well have 

potential for some form of development. 

 

Most groups favoured the use of Coach Road to provide a good route for active travel (cyclists + 

pedestrians) and public transport by restricting private vehicles from using it as a through route.  
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Concluding Remarks 

 

The workshops were not part of the direct decision-making process in terms of allocating sites within 

the Teignbridge Local Plan and we are not attempting to offer any conclusive evidence on this 

matter.  However, the discussions and design explorations that ensued during the workshops 

demonstrated that the consideration of a particular site ought to be informed not solely by a ‘top-

down’ quantitative debate about housing numbers but a qualitative exploration of the capacities of 

a particular location - driven by concerns for proper place-making and the potential for the creation 

of good quality and sustainable new communities.  The workshops proved that there are 

opportunities for those potential new places to be better integrated with existing communities and 

placed more sympathetically within landscape settings if good design and firm positive planning are 

pursued.  But they also revealed dangers, if the shaping of new neighbourhoods is left to chance – 

‘sustainable development’ generally needs more structure and co-ordination, not less.  Many of the 

observations posted on the ‘Worry Wall’ were not ruling out development but were more nearly 

about ensuring that development is properly designed and managed to ensure that it is soundly 

conceived and truly a lasting success. 

 

If the sites do become allocated then we would suggest that these workshops ought to be merely 

the start of a sustained and collaborative process leading to their eventual development.  All parties 

(land-owners, the local community, prospective developers, the local authority) need to work 

together in an open, firm but respectful manner.  Without this joint endeavour then it is almost 

certain that opportunities to create something of real and long term value will be lost.  We would 

suggest that everyone needs to ‘aim for the best’ rather than merely hoping to ‘avoid the worst’ – 

create something exceptional rather than mitigate what might be the expected outcomes from 

‘business as usual’.   We would urge that a clear and shared vision is established that all can pursue - 

based as much on the type of healthy and sustainable lifestyle that new inhabitants might be 

encouraged to pursue as the physical character of the new neighbourhoods that might be created – 

although, of course, the two are entirely related…   

 

On all sites investigated we would observe that a strong and strategic approach to creating and 

managing ‘green infrastructure’ is probably the key to success.  The landscape character will 

inevitably change if development takes place, but essential features can be safe-guarded and new 

qualities can be discovered providing that this remains a central theme and is understood to be a 

valuable part of the place.  At Wolborough the opportunity exists to properly establish a long term 

connection between the park and woodland at Decoy and the wider network of green infrastructure 

that exists in the rural hinterland.  Without some positive planning then the amenity and ecological 

assets there could become trapped as an isolated island of greenspace. 

 

Rigorous testing of proposals (particularly in terms of visual impact) should be attempted and shared 

if and when firmer proposals emerge and evolve.  A bespoke and particular design response to all 

these sensitive settings would surely be the minimum expectation and there is much good 

residential development in the existing and historic suburbs of Newton Abbot that might inform this.  

We have been dealing in these workshops with the large scale design of neighbourhoods but this 

needs to be taken into much greater detail and the pursuit of streets, spaces and buildings that are 

locally distinct will need much finer consideration.  Some form of design-coding or other strategic 
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guidance would be useful to ensure consistency and quality as an extension of parameters 

established by any outline permissions and illustrative masterplans.   The sites at Houghton Barton, 

Bradley Barton and Whitehill deserve to be part of a comprehensive masterplan in which all 

interests hold a stake.  This is particularly important to aim for, given the multiple land ownerships in 

this area. 

 

When towns expand, then the identity of their new neighbourhoods projects an important and 

significant image that demonstrates the ‘trajectory’ of that place.  If the sites which the workshops 

investigated do come forwards, then we hope that Newton Abbot can secure from them a very 

positive outcome and a benchmark of quality that helps to secure its wider future as an important 

and strategic settlement in the heart of Devon. 

 

 

Mark Pearson 
Executive Director, Regional Design Support 

Design Action / Architecture Centre, Devon and Cornwall  
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Appendix A:  Participants 

 
Day One: Houghton Barton, Bradley Barton and Whitehill 

 

West Newton Abbot - 18 June 2012 

Attendee list 

 Facilitators x 6 

 TDC Spatial Planning & Delivery (6 officers) 

TDC Development Management  

TDC Design & Heritage (3 officers) 

 DCC Highways 

DCC Education 

 Councillors (5) 

Environment Agency 

Transition Newton Abbot 

Neighbourhood Watch 

Turley Associates 

Landowners (15) 

Residents (9) 

SW Water 

Highways Agency 

CEG 

Highweek Church 

PCL Planning 

Town Centre Partnership 

Savills 

Governor of Newton Abbot College 

Devon Wildlife Trust 

Newton CIC 
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Day Two: Wolborough 

 

South Newton Abbot - 19 June 2012 

Attendee list 

 Facilitators x 6 

 TDC Spatial Planning & Delivery (5 officers) 

TDC Development Management  

TDC Design & Heritage (3 officers) 

TDC Housing  

 DCC Childrens Services 

DCC Newton Abbot Learning 

DCC Highways 

 Councillors (7) 

Environment Agency 

Newton CIC 

Atkins Ltd  

PCL Planning 

Town Centre Partnership 

LHC 

Resident  

Devon Wildlife Trust 

Rendells 

Neighbourhood Watch 

Devon & Cornwall Fire Service 

Landowner 

Affordable Housing UK 

Transition Newton Abbot 
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Appendix B:  Workshop Plan  
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Appendix C:  Comments/Observations posted on the ‘Worry Wall’ 

 
“Worry Wall” Comments – 18

th
 June Workshop 

 

“The issue of housing need is fundamental to any consideration of capacity and balance between competing policy 

objectives” 

 

“Ringslade Quarry should be included for consideration as now, as its location is fundamental to the design of HB and 

Highweek Whitehill” 

 

“How can we trust we will get a strategically planned sustainable community rather than urbanization piecemeal with 

different developers, builders, etc – given recent examples: Ogwell, Mile End, Willows (Torquay)?” 

 

“Very concerned that if Hele Park is approved now it will not form part of a sustainable HB community but a ribbon 

development tacked on to Mile End Road dev.” 

 

“(Family Farm at Seale Hayne – sons will take on from their father) Organic Farm to be incorporated in any plans to support 

our world food supply” 

 

“Traffic congestion already in the Western part of NA.  No plans to alleviate the problems in place or planned.” 

 

“Requirement for access to A38 East (Exeter) from Ashburton Road / Bickington.  Otherwise the ‘street’ will be an Exeter 

‘rat run’.” 

 

“If Hele Park goes through before Core Strategy – how will the proposed development of different builders meet the 

design and aspirations of today?” 

 

“Junction at Bickington should be improved to allow traffic to join towards Exeter and leave from Exeter direction to 

Newton Abbot” 

 

“I worry that we are too focussed on delivering a certain number of houses.  Can we not have a plan that delivers housing 

as needed by a Strategic Community Vision?” 

 

“Organic Farm – very good agricultural land – also has viewing platforms in barns.  Would be a good tourist destination.  

Shame to lose it.” 

 

 
“Worry Wall” Comment – 19

th
 June Workshop 

 

“200 houses at Long Lane - unsustainable location.  Generation of more vehicles, further congestion at Pen Inn.  Distance 

from shops / schools / facilities = cars needed therefore – inability of income generation by proposed development (CIL, 

etc.) to come close to providing any of the community infrastructure, beyond a few roads.” 

 

 

 


